http://www.makeprem.com/
main/main.asp

Annual Sales(2017)

USD 5,000,000

Export Amount(2017) USD 380,000

make p:rem

Export country

USA, Singapore

Distribution network
Performance

Target, LOHBs, Olive Young,
AK etc
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Safe me.
Relief moisture
cleansing foam

UV defense me.
Blue ray
sun cream

A gentle cream has a simple and short list
of only 12 ingredients, all low-hazard and
maximized to provide soothing relief to dry,
sensitive, and irritated skin. Each ingredient
has a low EWG rating(green grade), meaning
each individual ingredient is safe. This gentle
cream provides hydrating comfort for all
skin types.

This slightly acidic cleansing foam, made
with less than 20 ingredients gently works
on sensitive skin to cleanse and remove
impurities and makeup without stripping the
skin. The product was ranked No.1 cleansing
foam at Hawhae which is the most influential
beauty app in Korea.

A milky, lightweight physical sunscreen
that provides broad spectrum for UVA/
UVB protection while cooling down skin’s
temperature. No white cast, sticky/greasy
feeling. Ideal for all skin types, especially
combo and oily skin.
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Quality

Distinction

Rating Region

living

Safe me.
Relief
moisture cream 12

baby goods

living

food

Reliability

food

Price

Beauty

MAGNIF Co., Ltd

Homepage

make p:rem means ‘make’, ‘pragmatism’
‘remedy’. make p:rem contains the
practical North European lifestyle into its
products. make p:rem pursues pragmatic
beauty as our core values, so we use
the best ingredients and make easy-touse effective products. make p:rem’s
pragmatic beauty provides optimal
effects to skin with simple but functional
products, increasing effects with fewer
steps of use.

baby goods

Beauty

Manufacturing / Retail
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fashion

fashion

#Practical beauty #Pragmatic beauty
#Safe #EWG #Hawhae

FOB Price

Negotiable

FOB Price

Negotiable

FOB Price

Negotiable

M.O.Q.

120

M.O.Q.

120

M.O.Q.

180

Target
Customer

late 20’s to 30’s / but suitable for
pregnant women and babies too

Target
Customer

late 20’s to 30’s

Target
Customer

late 20’s to 30’s

Target
Countries

USA, EU, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia, India, Vietnam, Japan

Target
Countries

USA, EU, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia, India, Vietnam, Japan

Target
Countries

USA, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
India, Vietnam, Japan

Contact Point
Yoonha Kim
+82-2-2135-1454
yhkim1711@magnifkorea.com
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